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Abstract
In this paper we present a framework for simulating Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) sceriarios. The framework is derived from a formal
approach to ILM which ofTers concrete mathematical terminology.
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Introduction

Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) is one of
the great trends in the context of information storage. It has its roots in hierarchical storage management (HSM), which was popularized with mainframe storage management strategies in the early
1980s. ILM is a process for managing information
through its lifecycle, from conception until disposal,
in a manner that optimizes storage and access a t
the lowest cost. ILM is based on the idea that in
an entcrprise therc arc differcnt iriformation with
different valiies. Thc different information will bc
stored on different storage devices. A similar way of
thinking is found in the area of operating systems
a t Page swapping scenarios using virtual memory:
RAM memory is more expensive than hard disc
memory, therefore currently unused memory pages
are swapped to the hard disc when memory beComes scarce [I]. The same principle is employed
with ILM for storage systerns.
ILM manages information according to its value.
Valuable information is stored on systems with high

Quality of Service (QoS) [2]. The value changes
over time and therefore migration of information
to cheaper storage systenis with lower QoS is required. Automated migration makes ILM dynamic.
By correctly establishing migration rules, the organization would See little to no delay in inforrnation
access (keeping frequently accessed information or
data requiring instant access regardless of age nearline), but would save significantly by conserving
precious disk subsystem space and eliminating disk
subsystem purchases to support growth.
In this paper we build a framework for testing
the quality of migration rules by simulation.

2

SNIA7sDefinition of ILM

ILM as a concept is not easy t o handle. Therefore
in 2004 the Storage Networkirig Industry Association (SNIA) gave a new generally accepted definition [3]:
Definition 1 (ILM SNIA) Information Lifecycle Management is compromised of the policies,
processes, practices, and tools used t o align the business value of information with the most appropriate
and cost eflectiue I T injrastructure from the time
information is conceivcd th,rough it.9 final disposition. Information is aligned with business processes
through management policies and seruice Levels associated with applications, metadata, information
und data.

3 FORMALIZED DEFINITION O F ILM
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This definition forms the basis for an accurate
occupation with ILM. Nevertheless it is general
and has limitations when applied to specific cases.
Therefore a formal appruach will lea,d to specific
resiilts for the employment of ILM as we will show.
We Start with deriving a mathematical approach
for defining ILM. In the mathematical environment
the simulations will be prepared.
The following definition is not meant as a contradiction to the SNIA definition. It aims to help
creating a best practices framework for ILM and
ILM evaluations.

3

Formalized

Definition

of

ILM
The formalized definition of ILM is derived canonically. To get a comrnon understanding we refer to
SNIA's definition of information [3]:

Definition 2 (Information) Information is data
that is exchanged, expressed or represented within
a conted such as an application or a process.
This means the application offers the context for
data.
Information in ILM has a granularity and the
niimber of information in an enterprise is finite.
Depending on the storing task the granularity can
be, for example, a file, a database table, an email
inbox or an object that is shared between applications that participate in a business process.
An access is based on operational reasons. This
shows that the information has a certain importance for business. This importance is defined as
value of the information.

on the the business processes. To be more specific
it Comes, for example, from the administrator,
the end User or the C I 0 or from the application.
External regulations and laws can determine
the value, too, e.g. Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOA).
Furthermore the value can be derived from the
usage of information. Files with many accesses are
more valuable than files with few accesses, which
are more valuable than files with no accesses.
Therefore observing access patterns is one way to
determine the value. There is a long tradition in
looking for access patterns [4][5].
In section 4 we refer t o our own study, which was
conducted in 2005 [6].
When the value is deterniined, the information
are grouped into information classes according to
their value. All items of an information class have
similar values. Values change over tirrie, so the constellation within an information class varies. It is
dynamic. One strength of ILM is t o take this dynamic into accourit. Information class can be defined as follows:

Definition 4 (Information Class) A n information class C is a set of all information Ii ,...,I„
wliose values V ( I i ( t ) )lie at the time t i n a predeJned (~ialue-)in.lenial.

C := C i , := {Ii(tj) I a 5 V(Ii(tj)) < b; a , b E R)

An information class is a Set of information which
have similar values. "Similar" means ttie value
lies within the interval [ U , b). Different information
classes have different (disjunct) intervals.
The intention is to store the content of an information class on the Same type of storage devices.
Therefore all storage devices in the enterprise are
Definition 3 (Value of Information) The
grouped,
too.
value of information V(I) describes the importance
of the information I for the business. The value
of information can be expressed i n money. V(I) Definition 5 (Storage Class) A storage class S
is initiated with the creation of the inforrnation I. is a set of storage devices with similar properties,
i.e. Quality of Service (QoS) and cost.
The time of creation is defined as to 2 0.
QoS summarizes especially security, backup freThe value of an information changes over time. It quency, access speed [
Y].
is a function o f t : V(I(t)). Therefore it is necessary
The storage classes represent tlie hierarchies in
to migrate the information during its lifecycle t o
the ILM solution. The information classes are
adequate storage Systems.
How is the value deterrriined? This is a complex mapped onto the storage classes. It is a fix mapping
question in ILM. The easy answer is: It depends which does not change after being established.
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APPLICATION OF THE FORMAL APPROACH

Information

In chapter 4 we pick up on this point and show
how information classes can be defined and how
the mapping can be arranged.

The content of an information class is not staValue
Information
Storage
Storage
tic. The value of each information might change
v(1)
Class "PP'" Clasc =6G Device
beyond the value interval [ U , b). Then an information becomes an element of a different information
class which is mapped to a different storage class.
The information will be migrated. That is the miFigure 1: Framework for siniulations
grating process of ILM.
The changes in value of an information are dynamic
and define a "lifecycle". The following definition Step 2: I becomes element of ari information class
according to its value.
puts the lifecycle in a formula.
Step 3: The determined information class lias a
Definition 6 (Lifecycle) Let 0 <tl<tz. The life- fixed related storage class.
cycle L of information I is the mapping of the value Step 4: I is stored on a storage device related to
of I between time t l und t 2 .
the deterniined storage class.
"X

The change in the value of information during a
period of time represents a lifecycle.
The lifecycle is dynamic for each information.
The questiori of administrators is " What happens
to tlie systein when all the dynamic lifecycles are
reflec(,ed t,o t,he st,orage environment?" . To avoid a
bad experience ori the real storage environment the
dynamic behaviour of ILM has to be simulated.
Before sirnulating we sunimarize the formal approach iri a formal definition of ILM.

Definition 7 (ILM) Information Lzfecycle Management (ILM) is the mapping of the information
I i , ...,I,, on Classes C l , ...,C , according to their
vakies V ( I i ) ,...,V ( I , ) in time inteival [ti, tp].
With the derived formalism the framework for
simulation is established.
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Stcps 2 and 3 rcfer to a fix rnappirig. Thcy wcrc
inserted in order to cluster information and storage devices. When dealing with a great riumber of
information it is easier to apply migration rules to
the whole set of information than to single iriformation.
What is a rnigration rule exactly? A migration rule
takes the value of an inforrnation and determines
whether a migration is to be executed or not. In
the framework the migration rule is a part of the
iriforrriation class. Ry defiriing the value interval
[a,b) of an information class the migration rule is
defined, t,oo. Therefore the migration rille is part
of determinating the value, too. The more complex the rule, the more complex the rnetric of the
value and vice versa. Again, valuation is not easy.
The framework can handle both siniple and complex valuations.
Now we will apply the formal approacki to a real
database. We start with a case study niade in 2005.

Application of the formal
4.1 Case study
approach

a case study on a databaqe we provided followirig
results [6]:
There were more than 150,000 files on the system
and 89 percent of them were not accessed 90 days
after creation.
The intention is to create an ILM concept with
three different storage classes. The files shall be
migrated between the three hierarchies automati-

Zri

ILM is a dynamic procesv affecting the whole TT.
The effcct of ari ILM solution dcperids on the quality of the migration rules. To improve the quality
of the rules simulatioris are helpful. The formal
definition offers the Pamework for simulations.
Step 1: V(I), the value of informatiori I is
determined.

SUMMARY A N D CONCLUSION
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with the QoS attributes high, middle and low.
They are fix mapped to the information classes
with high, medium and low value.
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Figure 2: Access probability

S t e p 4: The rule says: If a file is created it, is
stored on the high storage class 1 (high QoS). If
it is not accessed for 90 days it is migrated to the
storage class 2 (medium QoS). If it is not accessed
for 200 days it is migrated to storage class 3 (low
QoS). If it is accessed when stored on storage class
2 or 3, then it is migrated t o storage class 1.

S t e p 5: Iri the simulatiori all the 150,000 files are
stored on storage class 1 t o begin with. A distribution function of access behaviour is assigned. The
accesses are simulated on a daily basis for a lifecycle of 1,000 days. Depending on the simulated
accesses the rule is executed. After the simulation
the migration log of each file is analysed.
Wc look at the "migration jitter", ie. migrated files
4.2 Application of the formal ap- which were migrated downwards, then upwards,
again downwards etc. A correctly established miproach to the case study
gration rule should have almost no jitter because
The framework with its steps 1-4 is amended by migrating files bring about costs (e.g. bandwidth).
step 0, the assessment, and by step 5 the simula- Hence the rule "Move files not acccssed for 90
tion.
days", is obvious, but it creates too much migraSpecific case:
tion jitter.
Step 0: Thcre are 150,000 files from different A more effective rule is "Move Microsoft Poweroffice applicat,ions on a database.
point files not accessed for 90 days". It is a com11 ,...1150000
binatiori of "access" and "application" . The rule
could be exterided for example to "user" or "file
S t e p 1: The analysis tells us that 89 percent are size". Doing this the rule set becomes more comnot accessed 90 days after creation. The resulting plex. The more cornplex the rule, the greater the
valuation metric is "Information accessed within need for simulations with a flexible framework.
the last 90 days has high value. Information
not accessed for 90 days has medium value. Information not accessed for 200 days has low value." 5
Summary and Conclusion

cally. Ttie task is to find an adequate and efficient
set of rnigration rules.
To give an iinpression how specific rules can be
evaluated we show the process for testing the rule
"Move information when it is not accessed for a
period of time (90 and 200 days)."

S t e p 2: There are three information classes:
Class 1: High value,
i.e. maximum days of not being accessed < 90
days
Class 2: Medium value,
i.e. maximum days of not being accessed < 200
days
Class 3: Low value,
i.e. maxirnum days of not being accessed 2 200
days

In t,his paper wc prescntad a formalized definition
of Information Lifecycle Management (ILM). The
quality of an ILM solution depends on the quality
of migrating rules. Simulations improve the quality
of the rules. The formal approach offers the rnathematical base for implementing simulation routines.

6

Out100k

Our next step will be the simulation of actual ILM
S t e p 3: There are three differeiit storage classes systems in order to get reliable statements for nii-
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